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Description

[0001] This nonprovisional application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. §119(a) on Patent Application No.
10-2010-0081522 filed in Republic of Korea on August 23, 2010.

BACKGROUND

Field

[0002] This document relates to a linear motor generating a rectilinear motion.

Related Art

[0003] In general, a linear motor has a structure that generates a thrust between a mover and a stator that face each
other in a straight line. A permanent magnet type linear motor is constructed in such a manner that a fixed magnet is
arranged at one of a mover and a stator and alternating multi-phase power is applied to the other to generate an
electromagnetic force between the motor and the stator so as to produce a thrust.
[0004] A conventional linear motor has a structure that a rotary motor is unfolded and arranged in a straight line, and
thus a strong magnetic pull is generated from an armature core and a permanent magnet. Accordingly, system precision
is degraded and wear and tear on a guiding mechanism that maintains a predetermined gap becomes very serious.

SUMMARY

[0005] An aspect of this document is to provide a linear motor for preventing the generation of a magnetic pull in a
plate type linear motor and widening the effective area of a gap between a salient pole of an armature core generating
a thrust, and a permanent magnet facing the salient pole so as to improve the efficiency.
[0006] Another object of the present invention is to provide a linear motor for preventing the deflection of a permanent
magnet, which is a second member, due to its weight, thus enabling long-distance transfer.
[0007] The present invention provides a linear motor according to claim 1.
[0008] In an embodiment, in each armature modules the coils may be wound round the salient poles such that neigh-
boring salient poles in each of the armature modules have different polarities, and each permanent magnet in one
permanent magnet module may have a polarity different from that of a permanent magnet in another permanent magnet
module neighboring the one permanent magnet module in a direction perpendicular to the moving direction.
[0009] In an embodiment, a magnetization direction of the permanent magnets of the permanent magnet module may
face two corresponding salient poles.
[0010] In an embodiment, a cross-section of the permanent magnet through which a magnetic flux passes in the
permanent magnet module may have a rectangular or parallelogram shape.
[0011] In an embodiment, a location offset of the permanent magnets of at least one permanent magnet module may
be different from a location offset of another permanent magnet module within a range smaller than a width of the
permanent magnet in the moving direction.
[0012] In an embodiment, the second member may further include a connection part connecting the permanent magnet
modules, the connection part having recesses elongated in the moving direction to fix the permanent magnet modules,
and the permanent magnet modules each have a protrusion to be inserted into the recess portion of the connection part,
wherein the protrusion of the permanent magnet module and the recess portion of the connection part are slidingly
coupled with each other.
[0013] The coil may be wound in a portion, near to the magnet core, of the salient pole.
[0014] In an embodiment, the second member may further include a connection part connecting the permanent magnet
modules, and the permanent magnet module may be projected from the connection part toward the magnetic core.
[0015] In an embodiment, the first member or the second member may have a length longer than the one unit including
the S number of armature modules and the P number of permanent magnets.
[0016] In an embodiment, the magnetic body of the armature module may have a stratified form.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] The implementation of this document will be described in detail with reference to the following drawings in
which like numerals refer to like elements.

FIG. 1 illustrates an armature module of an inner magnet type linear motor having a permanent magnet, a second
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member, located inside, and an armature, a first member, located outside;
FIG. 2 illustrates a permanent magnet module of the inner magnet type linear motor;
FIG. 3 illustrates the fundamentals of generating a rectilinear thrust according to a combination of the armature
module shown in FIG. 1 and the permanent magnet module shown in FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 illustrates an outer magnet type linear motor;
FIG. 5 illustrates the cross-section of an open type linear motor;
FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a method of connecting power applied to an armature module;
FIG. 7 illustrates the cross-section of a closed type linear motor and a second member including permanent magnets;
FIG. 8 illustrates the rectangular section and parallelogram section of a permanent magnet through which a magnetic
flux passes by way of example;
FIG. 9 illustrates an example where a location offset of permanent magnets in at least one permanent magnet
module is different from that of another permanent magnet;
FIG. 10 illustrates an open type linear motor
FIG. 11 illustrates a modification example in which the number of salient poles and the number of permanent magnet
modules are modified in an open type linear motor ;
FIGS. 12 and 13 illustrate an example of maintaining a gap between armature modules by using spacers;
FIG. 14 illustrates an end stator for stably fixing a permanent magnet module;
FIGS. 15 and 16 illustrate an open type linear motor according to an embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 17 illustrates the schematic configuration of a servo system for driving a linear motor according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] Hereinafter, embodiments of a linear motor will be described in detail with reference to accompanying drawings.
[0019] The linear motor according to the present invention has a driving principle almost similar to that of a linear
motor disclosed in Korean Patent Application No. 10-2009-0090806 (Registration No. 10-0964538). Thus, the structure
and driving principle of a cylindrical linear motor disclosed in 10-2009-0090806 will now be described.
[0020] The cylindrical linear motor disclosed in 10-2009-0090806 may include a first member and a second member.
FIGS. 1 and 2 respectively illustrate armatures and permanent magnets of an inner magnet type linear motor where the
permanent magnets, the second member, are located inside, and the armatures, the first member, are located outside.
[0021] As shown in FIG. 1, the first member includes a plurality of armature modules 10 arranged at a predetermined
interval in a moving direction. Each armature module 10 has a ring-shaped magnetic core 11, at least four salient poles
12 projected from the magnetic core 11 in a radial direction, and coils 13 wound around the salient poles 12. Here, the
ring shape is not limited to a circular ring and may include rectangular and octagonal rings that form a closed circuit.
[0022] As shown in FIG. 2, the second member includes a plurality of permanent magnet modules 20 arranged at a
predetermined interval in the moving direction. Each permanent magnet module 20 includes permanent magnets 21
formed in a circumferential direction. Here, the number of poles of the permanent magnets 21 is identical to the number
of salient poles 12 around which the coils 13 are wound.
[0023] Current is supplied to the coils 13 such that a traveling magnetic field is formed in the respective salient poles
12 with the coils 13 wound around them. Here, the coils 13 of at least one of the armature modules 10 may be provided
with a current having a phase difference from a current supplied to the coils of another armature module 10 such that
a moving thrust is generated due to an attractive force and a repulsive force between electromagnetic poles formed at
the ends of the salient poles 12 with the coils 13 wound around them, and the permanent magnets 21 corresponding to
the electromagnetic poles.
[0024] One of the first and second members serves as a stator by being fixed, and the other serves as a mover. The
mover and the stator move relative to each other while maintaining a predetermined gap between the salient poles 12
of the armature module 10 and the permanent magnets 21.
[0025] The electromagnetic polarities of neighboring salient poles 12 in each armature module 10 are rendered different
from each other such that a high-density magnetic flux smoothly flows between the salient poles 12 and the permanent
magnets 21 corresponding to the salient poles 2. For example, in a case where the armature module 10 has four salient
poles 12, the coils 13 may be respectively wound around the salient poles 12 such that the first and third salient poles
from a predetermined reference point in a clockwise direction have the same polarity, and the second and fourth salient
poles have the same polarity when a single-phase current flows through the coils 13.
[0026] For example, as shown in FIG. 1, a magnetic flux from the first or third salient pole passes through the first or
third permanent magnet corresponding to the first or third salient pole, a permanent magnet yoke, and the second and
fourth permanent magnets, is applied to the second and fourth salient poles, passes through the core, and then is applied
to the first and third salient poles to thus form a magnetic flux closed loop. Furthermore, the assembly efficiency of the
armature module 10 can be improved by winding the coils 13 through which a single-phase current flows around the
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salient poles 12 of each armature module 10 while changing the winding direction. The coils 13 may be connected to
each other with one line.
[0027] When the linear motor is applied to a place where a moving speed of the mover is not high, the frequency of
power supplied to the coils 13 is not high, and thus the linear motor can be manufactured with the coil 11 not stratified.
Accordingly, the manufacturing cost is saved and mass production of the linear motor with high durability can be achieved.
When the linear motor requires a high conveying speed, the frequency of power supplied to the coils 13 is high. Accord-
ingly, the core 11 is used in a stratified form, and thus eddy current loss and hysteresis loss generated in the cores 11
can be reduced.
[0028] As shown in FIG. 2, in each permanent magnet module 20, the same number of permanent magnets 21 as
that of the salient poles 12 of the armature module 10, namely, an even number of four permanent magnets 21 or more,
are arranged in the circumferential direction and fixed to the yoke 22 that is a ferromagnetic body, while neighboring
permanent magnets 21 have a different polarity. Here, the permanent magnets 21 are magnetized in the central direction,
that is, in the radial direction, such that a magnetic flux radiated from the salient poles 12 with the coils 13 wound around
them is applied to the yoke 22 through the permanent magnets 21 respectively corresponding to the salient poles 12 or
a magnetic flux radiated from the permanent magnets 21 is applied to the salient poles 12 respectively corresponding
to the permanent magnets 21. That is, the permanent magnets 21 are magnetized into outer N pole/inner S pole or outer
S pole/inner N pole. The magnetic field of the permanent magnets 21 is formed in the radial direction which is perpendicular
to a direction in which a thrust is generated (a moving direction of the mover), thus enhancing the efficiency of the
magnetic circuit.
[0029] Neighboring permanent magnet modules 20A and 20B are separated from each other at a predetermined
interval therebetween or have a nonmagnetic spacer 23 interposed between the two modules 20A and 20B, and they
are arranged such that two permanent magnets 21 located corresponding to each other in the circumferential direction
have different polarities. For example, as shown in FIG. 2, the permanent magnet module A 20A includes permanent
magnets 21 sequentially arranged in the order of N, S, N and S poles from a reference point of the circumferential
direction, and the permanent magnet module B 20B neighboring the permanent magnet module 20A includes permanent
magnets 21 sequentially arranged in the order of S, N, S and N poles from the reference point. End stator 24 may be
arranged at both ends of the second member.
[0030] FIG. 3 illustrates the principle of generating a rectilinear thrust according to a combination of at least two
armature modules 10 and at least two permanent magnet modules 20 shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, and shows part of a
cross-sectional view taken along line A-A’ of FIG. 1.
[0031] In FIG. 3, U, V and W represent salient poles 12 located in the same position based on the circumferential
direction in the armature modules 10U, 10V and 10W shown in FIG. 1 and arranged in the moving direction, and S and
N represent permanent magnets 21 arranged to face the salient poles U, V and W.
[0032] Since a single-phase current is supplied to the coils of each armature module 10 as described above with
reference to FIG. 1, 3-phase currents may be applied to a set of three armature modules 10U, 10V and 10W. That is,
in the case of 3-phase, the current each having a phase difference of 120° from neighboring modules are respectively
supplied to the coils of the armature modules 10U, 10V and 10W. Alternatively, the current each having a phase difference
of 60° from neighboring modules may be supplied to the coils of each armature module 10. For example, X-phase, Y-
phase and Z-phase currents each having a phase difference of 60° are supplied sequentially to three consecutive
armature modules while the direction in which a coil through which the Y-phase current flows is connected may be
changed by 180° from the coils through which the X-phase and Z-phase currents flow.
[0033] Also, as shown in FIG. 3, when the pole pitch of the permanent magnets S and N alternately arranged in the
moving direction is τ (1/2 period, 180°), the three armature modules 10U, 10V and 10W are arranged at an interval
corresponding to 2/3τ (120°).
[0034] While an AC current with a peak value (P) is supplied through the coil wound around the salient pole V located
between the permanent magnets of S and N poles in a positive (+) direction, and thus the salient pole V becomes an N
pole, an AC current with a magnitude corresponding to peak value/square root of 2 is supplied through the coils wound
around the salient poles U and W in a negative (-) direction, and thus the salient poles U and W become S poles.
Accordingly, the salient pole V corresponding to the N pole applies an attractive force to the permanent magnet of the
S pole and applies a repulsive force to the permanent magnet of the N pole, thus moving the permanent magnets to the
right. Although a repulsive force and an attractive force are respectively generated between the permanent magnets of
the S and N poles and the salient poles U and W that become the S poles according to a magnetic force smaller than
that of the salient pole V corresponding to the N pole, the attractive force and the repulsive force are cancelled each
other, and thus the salient poles U and W do not affect the movement of the permanent magnets.
[0035] The permanent magnets are moved by 2/3 pole pitch, and thus the salient pole W is located between the
permanent magnets of the S and N poles. In this state, when a current of which the phase advances by 120° is supplied
through the coil of each salient pole and a current with the peak value (P) is supplied through the coil wound around the
salient pole W in the positive (+) direction, the salient pole W becomes an N pole. In addition, an AC current with the
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magnitude corresponding to the peak value/square root of 2 is supplied through the coils wound around the salient poles
U and V in the negative direction such that the salient poles U and V become S poles. Accordingly, an attractive force
is generated between the salient pole W corresponding to the N pole and the permanent magnet of the S pole and a
repulsive force is generated between the salient pole W and the permanent magnet of the N pole so as to move the
permanent magnets to the right. The salient poles U and V that become the S poles according to a magnetic force
smaller than that of the salient pole W corresponding to the N pole respectively produce a repulsive force and an attractive
force on the permanent magnets S and N. However, the attractive force and the repulsive force are canceled each other.
[0036] The aforementioned operation is repeated to move the permanent magnets to the right. That is, the 3-phase
currents applied to the armature modules generate a traveling magnetic field in the salient poles U, V and W, and thus
a thrust that moves the magnets to the right is generated.
[0037] Although description has been made on the assumption that the coils wound around the salient pole U, V, W
in the same direction, coils may be wound around salient poles of neighboring armature modules, which correspond to
each other, in opposite directions. That is, the coils may be wound around the salient poles U and W in the same direction,
and the coil may be wound around the salient pole V in a direction opposite to the winding direction of the coils wound
around the salient poles U and W. Even in this case, currents having a phase difference can be supplied to generate a
thrust that moves the permanent magnets in the same direction.
[0038] In an detail case, the thrust for moving the permanent magnets is proportional to the sum of surface areas of
contact portions of the salient poles and the permanent magnets, the magnitude of current applied to the coils, coils
turns of the coils wound around the salient poles, and the magnitude of the magnetic force of each permanent magnet.
[0039] The first example of FIG. 3 shows a basic combination of 3-phase armature modules and 2-pole permanent
magnets and the second example of FIG. 3 shows a combination of 3-phase armature modules and 4-pole permanent
magnets. These two examples have the same fundamentals of generating a thrust. Furthermore, a combination of 3-
phase armature modules and 8-pole permanent magnets is also available.
[0040] That is, a magnetic circuit based on a combination of the number S of armature modules, which corresponds
to a multiple of a motor constant, and the number P of permanent magnet modules is considered as a basic unit of a
motor to generate a thrust. Here, the motor constant is 3 if the armature modules are driven with 3-phase power and 5
if the armature modules are driven with 5-phase power. An odd-numbered motor constant equal to or greater than 3 is
generally used and a phase difference of currents applied to the coils of each armature module is determined by the
motor constant.
[0041] Here, ripples in the thrust decrease as the least common multiple of S and P increases. Furthermore, as the
ratio of S to P, that is a winding factor, becomes close to 1, symmetry efficiency of the magnetic circuit increases. Table
1 shows combinations of armature modules and permanent magnet modules in the case of a 3-phase motor. A combi-
nation of 9 armature modules and 8 or 10 permanent magnets is advantageous in terms of efficiency and ripples.

[0042] When the length (length in the moving direction) of a region in which the S armature modules face the P
permanent magnet modules having a gap between the armature modules and the permanent magnet modules is referred
to as a unit length of the motor, an effective distance capable of generating a thrust that moves the mover can be secured
only when one of the first member composed of multiple armature modules and the second member composed of
multiple permanent magnet modules is equal to or longer than the unit length. Furthermore, the length of the overlap
portion of the first member and the second member is made to be as long as a natural-number multiple of the unit length,
that is, the basic units of the motor are repetitively connected, so that the thrust can be increased in proportion to the
length of the overlap portion.
[0043] When the basic unit of the magnetic circuit is repeatedly connected and the number (P) of permanent magnets
constituting the basic unit is an odd number, if the permanent magnets of the first basic unit begin with an N pole (or an
S pole), it ends with an N pole (or an S pole). Since the permanent magnets of the second basic unit begin with an S
pole (or an N pole), each armature module of the second basic unit needs to be provided with the current of an opposite
phase from the corresponding armature module of the first basic unit.
[0044] For example, when two motors having the basic unit of (S, P)=(6, 5) are connected, if a 3-phase current is

[Table 1]

Number of Armature Modules (S) Number of Permanent Magnet Modules (P)

3 2 3 2 3 2 3

6 4 6 4 6 4 6

9 6 9 6 9 6 9

12 8 12 8 12 8 12
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applied to six armature modules of the first basic unit in the order of uUVvwW, a 3-phase current needs to be applied
to six armature modules of the second basic unit in the order of UuvVWw. Here, U, V, W (or u, v, w) have phase
differences of 120° from each other, and lower cases u, v and w means that the current of an opposite phase from upper
cases U, V and W is supplied.
[0045] Furthermore, a motor may be driven with 2-phase power. In this case, even when 2-phase currents of a phase
difference of 90° are supplied to two armature modules in the state where armature modules are separated by the half
(τ/2) of the pole pitch of the permanent magnets, a thrust that can move the permanent magnets to one side can be
generated.
[0046] Since the cross-section of the motor shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 have all the elements symmetrically arranged, a
magnetic pull generated by each armature and a permanent magnet is canceled, and no external force is generated at
a guide guiding the rectilinear motion of the mover. Thus, the lifespan of the guide can be prolonged.
[0047] In FIG. 1, the core 11 of the armature module 10 has a circular shape, but may have a polygonal shape in point
symmetry or line symmetry, such as a hexagon, an octagon, and a decagon. To ensure safe posture, the core 11 has
a rectangular outer edge, and holes may be formed in the corners of the rectangular core 11 in order to facilitate coupling
with a neighboring armature module 10.
[0048] Also, the embodiment shown in FIGS. 1 to 3 is associated with a 4-slot type motor having four salient poles
arranged in the circumferential direction, but a 8-slot type motor having 8 salient poles may be configured when a high
magnetic flux is required for high capacity, high speed or the like and thus there is a need to increase the cross-section
of a motor. When the sectional area of a salient pole is increased to increase the amount of magnetic flux flowing through
the armature module, a core through which the magnetic flux is to flow is increased in the radial direction in proportion
to the increase in the sectional area, thus increasing the sectional area of the motor. In this case, by increasing the
number of salient poles instead of increasing the sectional area of the salient pole, the amount of magnetic flux can be
increased while the thickness of the core is maintained, which is advantageous in miniaturizing a motor or improving a
thrust.
[0049] FIGS. 1 to 3 illustrate an embodiment for an inner magnet type in which a first member of an armature module
is located outside and a second member of a permanent magnet module is located inside. However, FIG. 4 illustrates
an embodiment for an outer permanent magnet type linear motor where an armature module is located inside and a
permanent magnet module is located outside.
[0050] The operation principle of this outer permanent magnet type linear motor is identical to that of the inner magnet
type except that a salient pole is projected in a radial direction from a core toward an outer circumference, and a permanent
magnet facing the salient pole is fixed inside a ring-shaped yoke.
[0051] Referring to FIGS. 1 and 4, 3-phase currents are applied to the armature modules 10 in the order of UVW,
UVW and UVW in the moving direction. However, the 3-phase current may be applied thereto in the order of UuU, VvV,
and WwW.
[0052] First members are configured as independent armature modules without being connected to each other (a
ferromagnetic body, which is the same material as a core of the first member). For this reason, if power having the same
magnitude is provided to the respective armature modules, a magnetic flux independently flows through each armature
module with the same magnitude, which results in less variation in thrust produced by the armature modules and thus
reduces ripples in the thrust. Since the magnetic flux is evenly distributed through each salient pole without being
concentrated in a specific salient pole, a high magnetic flux can be made to flow even when the sectional area of the
core of the armature module is small. Furthermore, the magnetic flux flows in the armature modules by independent
magnetic circuits, and thus no magnetic flux flows in the same direction as the moving direction of the mover. Accordingly,
the magnetic flux flows in only the direction perpendicular to the moving direction, ensuring less leakage magnetic flux
irrelevant to a thrust and enhancing motor efficiency.
[0053] The linear motor disclosed in 10-2009-0090806 has a closed type structure in which a ring-shaped armature
module surrounds a permanent magnet module, and second members of permanent magnets are fixed at only both
ends in a movable coil type motor. This aspect does not cause any problem in a conveying device requiring high precision
in a short distance; however, in a case where the motor is applied to a long-distance conveying device, the weight of
the permanent magnets brings about deflection, causing problems.
[0054] Korean patent application No. 10-2009-0099828 (registration No. 10-0964539) proposes an embodiment of
an open type motor utilizing the operational principle of the linear motor disclosed in 10-2009-0090806 while modifying
the section (based on a plane perpendicular to the moving direction) of a motor, namely, the sectional shapes of armature
modules and permanent magnet modules so as to ground every second member in the moving direction or support
them on the ground at predetermined intervals.
[0055] FIG. 5 illustrates one embodiment of an open type linear motor disclosed in 10-2009-0099828.
[0056] Like the linear motor depicted in FIGS. 1 to 3, the linear motor shown in FIG. 5 includes a first member including
a plurality of armature modules arranged in a straight line in a moving direction, and a second member including a
plurality of permanent magnet modules arranged at predetermined intervals in the moving direction. The second member
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and a supporting mechanism may be integrated together.
[0057] As shown in FIG. 5, unlike the armature module of FIG. 1 forming a ring-shaped closed circuit, the armature
module includes a magnetic core having a C shape or an arc shape looking as if a circumferential portion of a magnetic
ring of the armature module shown in FIG. 1 were removed, a plurality of salient poles projected from the magnetic core
toward the permanent magnet module so as to form at least line symmetry (bilateral symmetry), and coils wound around
the respective salient poles.
[0058] The arc may be a circular arc, which is a part of a circle, or may be in form of a part of a polygonal closed loop,
for example, a part of a hexagonal, octagonal, and decagonal ring. Also, the arc may be formed in combination of
polygonal arcs or polygonal or circular arcs. Here, the arc may be at least a line-symmetrical shape.
[0059] The plurality of salient poles, if possible, may be arranged to be point symmetrical with respect to the center
of the permanent magnet module, thus contributing to canceling a magnetic attractive force generated between the
salient poles and the permanent magnets. If it is difficult to achieve point symmetry, the plurality of salient poles may be
arranged so as to for line symmetry with respect to vertical and horizontal axes.
[0060] Furthermore, the permanent magnet module includes the same number of permanent magnet poles as the
number of salient poles with the coils wound around them in the armature module, and such permanent magnets are
arranged to face the respectively corresponding salient poles.
[0061] The second member including the plurality of magnet modules may be fixed to a supporting mechanism (base)
over the entire section in the moving direction, or be fixed to the supporting mechanism at predetermined intervals. The
base serving as the supporting mechanism for fixing the second member may be fixed to the bottom through a plurality
of fixing bolts aligned in the moving direction at both sides of the second member.
[0062] In the case of the armature module and the permanent magnet module of a basic model where coils are wound
around every salient pole, the farthest salient pole (P1 or P4) from the center of the C-shaped magnetic body in the
circumferential direction generates a magnetic flux flowing toward only the neighboring salient pole (P2 or P3) closer to
the center of the C-shaped magnetic body. That is, a closed loop of a magnetic flux is formed only in one direction in
the salient pole P1 (or P4), and thus a high magnetic flux cannot flow therein.
[0063] Accordingly, as shown in the drawing on the right side of FIG. 5, the armature module may further include
auxiliary salient poles 14 (P0 and P5) respectively arranged at both ends of the C-shaped magnetic body and having
no coil wound around them, and thus, the permanent magnet module may further include auxiliary permanent magnets
25 respectively located corresponding to the auxiliary salient poles 14 (an auxiliary salient pole type model), such that
a closed loop of a magnetic flux can be formed even at the farthest salient pole (P1 or P4) from the center of the C-
shaped magnetic body among the salient poles with the coils wound around them. In this case, the auxiliary permanent
magnets 25 of the permanent magnet module may be omitted.
[0064] Meanwhile, the first member may include a roller 31 and a second member may include a guide rail 32 such
that the first member can move in the moving direction while maintaining a predetermined gap between the salient poles
of the first member and the corresponding permanent magnets of the second member. Here, a plurality of pairs of roller
31 and guide rail 32 may be provided forming line symmetry. The roller 31 may be provided between the salient poles
in the armature module, and likewise, the guide rail 32 is formed between the permanent magnets in the permanent
magnet module.
[0065] FIG. 6 illustrates an example e of connecting power applied to an armature module.
[0066] A U-phased armature module is configured as a C-shaped magnetic body, and includes a plurality of salient
poles (four in FIG. 6) projected toward the second member, and coils wound U1, U2, U3 and U4 wound around the
respective salient poles and through which a current of the same phase flows. A V-phased armature module and a W-
phased armature module have the same structure as the U-phased armature module.
[0067] As a coil connection method for each armature module, a serial connection, a parallel connection, a serial-
parallel connection, or the like may be selected.
[0068] As for a method of winding the coils around the salient poles of the armature module, the coils may be wound
such that when the current of the same phase is supplied to the respective coils of the armature modules, different
magnetic poles are formed in neighboring salient poles.
[0069] For example, if the coils U1 and U3 are wound clockwise, the coils U2 and U4 may be wound in a counter-
clockwise direction. Of course, all of the coils U1, U2, U3 and U4 may be wound in the same direction, and when lead
lines are connected afterwards, the coils U1, U2, U3 and U4 may be connected so as to form different magnetic poles
in neighboring salient poles when lead lines are connected afterwards.
[0070] The present invention discloses a modified example adopting the operational principles of the linear motors
disclosed in 10-2009-0090806 and 10-2009-0099828 while reducing the weight of a second member including a per-
manent magnet module and improving assembly efficiency while.
[0071] In FIG. 1, the magnetic flux from the salient poles 12 with the coils 13 wound around them passes through the
corresponding permanent magnets 21, is applied to the yoke 22, passes through the neighboring permanent magnets
21 and then flows into the neighboring salient poles 12. To make the magnetic flux smoother, the permanent magnets
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21 may be attached to the yoke 21, which is a magnetic body, or be embedded in the yoke 22. However, since the yoke
22 is a magnetic body, reducing the weight of each permanent magnet module is limited.
[0072] That is, FIGS. 1, 4, and 5 are associated with a structure in which a magnetic flux from a salient pole around
which a coil is wound passes through a permanent magnet, a yoke, a neighboring permanent magnet, and flows into a
neighboring salient pole. In this structure, two permanent magnets and a yoke, which is a magnetic body that fixes the
permanent magnets, are located between the salient pole to which the magnetic flux is to flow and the neighboring
salient pole.
[0073] In the linear motor according to the present invention, salient poles with coils wound around them are projected
more, and each permanent magnet are disposed between the salient poles such that a magnetic flux is continued even
when a single permanent magnet is placed between the salient poles.
[0074] The linear motor according to the present invention may include a first member including coils generating a
magnetic flux, and a second member including a permanent magnet crossing the magnetic flux.
[0075] FIG. 7 illustrates the section of a linear motor and a second member including permanent magnets. FIG. 7
shows a closed-type linear motor.
[0076] The first member includes a plurality of armature modules 50 arranged in a row in a moving direction, and each
armature module 50 includes a core 51, a plurality of salient poles 52, and coils 53. The armature core 51 connects the
respective salient poles 52, and the coils 53 through which a current of the same phase flows are wound around the
respective salient poles 52 or on the magnetic core 51 between the salient poles 52.
[0077] The second member includes a plurality of permanent magnet modules 61 each including permanent magnets
62, and a connection part 63 to which the permanent magnet modules 61 are connected. Each permanent magnet
module 61 is projected from the connection part 63 toward the core 51 of the armature module 50 and placed between
two salient poles 52, and the plurality of permanent magnets may be arranged with their poles alternated in the moving
direction of the motor.
[0078] A current is supplied to the coils 53 so as to form a moving magnetic field in the salient poles 52 of each armature
module 50. The coils 53 of at least one of the armature modules 50 may be provided with a current having a phase
difference from a current supplied to the coils of another armature module 50 such that a moving thrust is generated
due to an attractive force and a repulsive force between electromagnetic poles formed at the salient poles 12 with the
coils 13 wound around them, and the permanent magnets 21 corresponding to the electromagnetic poles.
[0079] Any one of the first member and the second member is a stator fixed to the supporting mechanism, and the
other is a mover. The mover and the stator move relative to each other while maintaining a predetermined gap between
the salient poles 52 of the armature module 50 and the permanent magnets 62 of the permanent magnet module 61.
[0080] In each armature module 50, electromagnetic polarities of neighboring salient poles 52 are rendered different
from each other such that a pair of two neighboring salient poles 52 form a magnetic flux closed loop, thus allowing a
high density magnetic flux to smoothly flow between the two salient poles 52 and the corresponding permanent magnet
62. In FIG. 7, four magnetic flux closed loops are formed by four salient poles 53 and four permanent magnets 62. To
this end, in each armature module 50, the coils 53 through which a current of the same phase flows are wound around
the respective salient pole 52 or the core 51 between the salient poles 52 while changing the winding direction so as to
render the electromagnetic polarities of neighboring salient poles 52 different from each other in each armature module 50.
[0081] In the linear motor disclosed in 10-2009-0090806 and 10-2009-0099828, a second member includes a plurality
of permanent magnet modules disposed at predetermined intervals in the moving direction, and each permanent magnet
module includes a plurality of permanent magnets arranged in the circumferential direction and fixed to a yoke of a
ferromagnetic body. A magnetic flux radiated from a salient pole of an armature module flows through a permanent
magnet, the yoke and a neighboring permanent magnet.
[0082] That is, not only the first member but also the second member is modularized in order to prevent the magnetic
flux from flowing in the moving direction of the motor (or the linear motor). This is because the permanent magnets of
the second member are fixed to the yoke which is a ferromagnetic body.
[0083] According to the present invention, a magnetic flux radiated from a salient pole is applied to a neighboring
salient pole through only a single permanent magnet. Since a yoke, which is a ferromagnetic body, does not exist, there
is no need to modularize the second member with reference to the moving direction, and only the first member is
modularized, so that a magnetic flux closed circuit where a magnetic flux flows perpendicularly to the moving direction
can be formed.
[0084] The principle of generating a thrust is the same as that of the linear motors disclosed in 10-2009-0090806 and
10-2009-0099828. Thus, permanent magnets of the second member on the same displacement in the moving direction
(on the same section when it is cut perpendicularly to the moving direction) need to be arranged such that the poles of
the permanent magnets on the same displacement in the moving direction are alternated with those of their neighboring
permanent magnets (as in the permanent magnet module A 20A of FIG. 2 in which permanent magnets are arranged
in the order of N, S, N and S from the reference point of the circumferential direction). Also, permanent magnets at the
same angle in the circumferential direction (permanent magnets arranged in the moving direction) need to be arranged
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such that the poles thereof are alternated with the poles of the neighboring permanent magnets (as in FIG. 2 in which
when permanent magnets are arranged in the order of N, S, N and S from the reference point of the circumferential
direction of the permanent magnet module A 20A, the permanent magnets of the permanent magnet module B 20B
neighboring the permanent magnet module A 20A are arranged in the order of S, N, S and N of the opposite polarities
to those in the permanent magnet module A 20A). Furthermore, since a magnetic flux coming out of a salient pole directly
enters a neighboring salient pole through a permanent magnet without passing through a yoke, the permanent magnet
needs to be projected between two neighboring salient poles through which a magnetic flux flows, and the magnetization
direction of the permanent magnet needs to face the two salient poles.
[0085] In the left drawing of Fig. 7 showing the section of a motor, four permanent magnets 62 are radially provided,
and each of the permanent magnets 62 is magnetized toward neighboring two salient poles 52 (in the circumferential
direction) and is projected toward the core 51 between the salient poles 52. The four permanent magnets 62 arranged
counterclockwise from 45° with respect to the circumferential direction while respectively having magnetization directions
S/N, N/S, S/N and N/S are sequentially arranged. Furthermore, the four permanent magnets 62 radially projected toward
the core 51 are connected to the connection part 63 having a circular sectional shape.
[0086] Furthermore, in the drawing illustrating the second member on the right side of FIG. 7, the permanent magnets
63 at the same angle in the circumferential direction have N and S poles alternated in the moving direction. The permanent
magnets at the same angle in the circumferential direction fixed to the single permanent magnet module 61 is connected
to the connection part 63 having a circular sectional shape and having a bar shape elongated in the moving direction.
The sectional shape of the connection part 63 is not limited to a circular shape.
[0087] The permanent magnets arranged at the same angle in the circumferential direction may be individually fixed
to the connection part 3; however, as in the second member shown in FIG. 7, they may be fixed to a single permanent
magnet module 61 and the permanent magnet module 61 may be connected to the connection part 63.
[0088] As shown in the cross-section of the motor in FIG. 7, the armature module 50 having the ring-shaped core 51
includes four salient poles 52, and four permanent magnets 62 are projected between the salient poles 52. The four
permanent magnets 62 are respectively fixed to four permanent magnet modules 61 corresponding to the permanent
magnets 62. In the closed type electric motor as shown in FIG. 7, the core 51 is not limited to a circular ring shape, and
may have a rectangular ring, an octagonal ring or the like, which forms a closed circuit. Also, the core 51 may have a
polygonal shape having point symmetry or line symmetry, rather than a circular shape. To facilitate coupling with a
neighboring armature module, through holes 54 may be formed in the corners of the core 51 or at the ends of the salient
poles 52.
[0089] Furthermore, in a case where a high magnetic flux is required for high capacity, high speed or the like and thus
there is a need to increase the sectional area of a motor, the motor may be modified such that the number of salient
poles is a multiple of 2, for example, 6 or 8, and the number of permanent magnet modules is the same as the number
of salient poles.
[0090] In a case where a magnetic flux flows between a salient pole and a permanent magnet, the leakage of the
magnetic flux can be reduced when the gap between the salient pole and the permanent magnet is small, the magnetic
flux flows perpendicularly to the surface of the salient pole and the permanent magnet, and the gap between the salient
pole and the permanent magnet is uniform over the entire surface where the salient pole and the permanent magnet
face each other. The gap between the salient pole and the permanent magnet may be determined in due consideration
of the precision, speed, weight or the like of the linear motor, and the magnetization direction of the permanent magnet
may be determined such that the magnetic flux can flow perpendicularly to the surface.
[0091] Also, in order to make the gap between the salient pole and the permanent magnet uniform over the entire
surface where the salient pole and the permanent magnet face each other, a portion of the salient pole 52 closer to the
core 51 has the coil 53 wound around it, and a portion of the salient pole 52 farther from the core 51 has the form of a
circular sector and two radial lines, that is, an arc of the portion closer to the core 51 is rendered longer than an arc of
the portion farther from the core 51, and a portion thereof facing the permanent magnet 62 is rendered parallel to the
permanent magnet 62 by linearly connecting the ends of the two arcs using the two radial lines.
[0092] The permanent magnet module 61 fixing the permanent magnets 62 arranged at the same angle in the circum-
ferential direction is formed of a non-magnetic body, and has a plurality of openings for fixing the permanent magnets
62 in the moving direction. Any existing method may be used to fix the permanent magnets 62 to the openings of the
permanent magnet module 61.
[0093] The connection part 63 of the second member has a plurality of recesses elongated in the moving direction to
connect and fix the permanent magnet modules 61. Also, the permanent magnet modules 71 may have protrusions
elongated in the moving direction to be inserted into the recesses of the connection part 63. Thus, the protrusion of the
permanent magnet module 61 may be coupled with the recess of the connection part 63 by a sliding method of inserting
and pushing.
[0094] The principle of generating a thrust in the moving direction is identical to that shown in FIG. 3. For example, in
a case where two permanent magnets 62 arranged in the moving direction are made to correspond to three armature
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modules 50U, 50V and 50W, this becomes a combination of three phases of armature modules and two poles of
permanent magnets as shown in the upper drawing of FIG. 3. A combination of the number (S) of armature modules
and the number (P) of permanent magnets in the moving direction becomes a basic unit of a motor for generating a
thrust, and this has been fully described above with reference to FIG. 3.
[0095] FIG. 8 illustrates permanent magnet modules 61 each having a plurality of permanent magnets 62 arranged
to alternate poles in the moving direction. The section of the permanent magnet 62 through which a magnetic flux coming
out of a salient pole 52 of an armature module 50 or entering the salient pole 52 has a rectangular or parallelogram
shape by way of example.
[0096] When the distributing of a magnetic flux coming out of the salient pole 52 or entering the salient pole 52 is
uniform, the amount of magnetic flux passing through the salient pole 52 and the permanent magnet 52 is in proportion
to the area of a portion where the surface of the salient pole 52 overlaps the surface of the permanent magnet 50. A
thrust is generated by variations in magnetic flux. For example, in a case where a second member as a mover moves
in the moving direction, the amount of magnetic flux passing through the salient pole 52 and the permanent magnet 52
while the permanent magnet 62 is in motion becomes the result of the convolution of the surfaces of the salient pole 52
and the permanent magnet 63.
[0097] Assuming that the surface of the salient pole 52 facing the permanent magnet 63 has a rectangular shape (the
width is in the moving direction and the length is in the radial direction on the left cross-section of FIG. 7), an area of a
portion where the permanent magnet 63 having the rectangular surface overlaps the rectangular surface of the salient
pole 52 while moving in the moving direction becomes a trapezoid shape as shown in the upper right drawing of FIG.
8. When the two surfaces begin to overlap each other, the twp surfaces fully overlap each other, the fully overlapping
two surfaces start separating, the partially overlapping two surfaces are completely separated from each other, a point
which is sharply connected (a point where two straight lines meet each other) is generated.
[0098] That is, a thrust is in proportion to a change in magnetic flux, that is, to a change in area of the overlapping
surfaces of the salient pole 52 and the permanent magnet 62, and a value obtained by differentiating the area of the
overlapping surfaces of the salient pole 52 and the permanent magnet 62 is associated with the thrust. Thus, in a case
where there is a sharply connected point as shown in the upper right drawing, the thrust may undergo sudden changes
at that point, and ripples may be caused.
[0099] However, the area of a portion where the permanent magnet 63 having a parallelogram surface overlaps the
rectangular surface of the salient pole 52 while moving in the moving direction has a trapezoid shape overall. However,
lines are smoothly connected, and thus the generation of ripples can be reduced. That is, a skew is applied to the
permanent magnet through which a magnetic flux passes, that is, the permanent magnet is twisted, such that a detent
force acting between the permanent magnet and the salient pole causes a slight phase difference according to the
movement proceeds, reducing the detent force generating ripples in a thrust even while causing a slight reduction in thrust.
[0100] In the second member, it is assumed that since a permanent magnet 62 fixed to each permanent magnet
module 61 needs to have a different pole from a corresponding permanent magnet 62 of a neighboring magnet module
61, it is placed at the same location as the corresponding permanent magnet 62 on another permanent magnet module
62 in the moving direction. That is, in FIG. 9, a location offset (OFF_A) of a permanent magnet in a permanent magnet
module A 61A has the same value as location offsets (OFF _B, OFF _C, and OFF _D) of other permanent magnet
modules B, C and D 61B, 61C and 61D.
[0101] In this case, sharply connected points (points as shown in the upper right drawing of FIG. 8) when the surfaces
of the salient pole 52 and the permanent magnet 62 overlap each other while the second member is moving in the
moving direction are generated at the same time, increasing ripples.
[0102] To alleviate this problem, the location offset of the permanent magnet may be controlled to be different in each
permanent magnet module 61 or in at least one of the permanent magnet modules 61. In this case, since the permanent
magnet needs to have a different pole from a corresponding magnet 62 of a neighboring permanent magnet module 61,
a small value relative to the width of a single permanent magnet 61 (a length in the moving direction) needs to be set
as the location offset of the permanent magnet. For example, when the width of the permanent magnet 61 is L, at least
one or two or more of their absolute values of location offsets OFF _A, OFF _B, OFF _C, and OFF _D are rendered
different within a range smaller than 0.1L, such that the sharply connected points as shown in the upper right drawing
of FIG. 8 are not generated at the same time, thus preventing an increase in ripples.
[0103] FIG. 10 illustrates an open type linear motor. The linear motor shown in FIG. 10 is a modification of the linear
motor depicted in FIG. 7 for the application to a long distance conveying device having a long second member. In FIG.
10, reference numeral 64 indicates a base, 55 indicates a roller, and 65 indicates a fixing bolt for fixing a supporting
mechanism on the floor.
[0104] The open type linear motor depicted in FIG. 10 is almost identical to the linear motor FIG. 7, except that the
core 51 of the armature module 50 has an arc shape or a C-shape obtained by removing a portion of the circumferential
section of a ring-shape core 51 forming a closed circuit such that an elongated second member can be connected to a
supporting mechanism such as a base 64, and salient poles 52 are arranged at the core 51 to form bilateral symmetric
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instead of forming point symmetry. Accordingly, the embodiments of the core and the salient poles of the armature
module described with reference to FIG. 5 may be applied to the embodiment shown in FIG. 10.
[0105] In the closed type linear motor shown in FIG. 7, the number of salient poles 52 of the armature module is an
even number of 4 or greater, and the number of the permanent magnet modules 61 needs to be the same as the number
of salient poles 52. However, in the open type linear motor, the number of salient poles 52 is 3 or more regardless of
an even number or an odd number, and the number of permanent magnet modules 61 is smaller than the number of
salient poles. FIG. 10 illustrates an embodiment having five salient poles 52 and four permanent magnets, and FIG. 11
illustrates an embodiment having three salient poles 52 and two permanent magnet modules 61, and four salient poles
52 and three permanent magnet modules 61. However, an embodiment having two salient poles 52 and a single per-
manent magnet module 61 is also available.
[0106] In a case where odd-numbered salient poles are arranged at an armature module, even-numbered salient
poles excluding a single salient pole located in a center of the core may be arranged to form bilateral symmetric within
an available range.
[0107] Alternatively, if odd-numbered salient poles are arranged at the armature module, even-numbered salient poles
other than a single salient pole may be arranged to form bilateral symmetric such that left and right direction components
of a magnetic attractive force are canceled each other (the single salient pole is arranged at a location where the magnetic
attractive force of left and right direction components is not generated). Also, the salient poles may be arranged at a
location where up and down direction components of the magnetic attractive force generated by the remaining even-
numbered salient poles excluding the single salient pole (precisely, generated between the salient poles and the corre-
sponding permanent magnets) can cancel a magnetic attractive force having only up and down direction components
generated from the single salient pole as much as possible.
[0108] Alternatively, not only the location of the salient poles but also coil turns on each salient pole, the intensity of
the permanent magnets respectively corresponding to the salient pole, and the like may be controlled such that the
magnetic attractive forces generated between each salient pole and a corresponding permanent magnet can be canceled
each other.
[0109] In order to maintain a predetermined gap between armature modules in a first member, as shown in FIG. 12,
a recess having a predetermined shape is formed in an end of at least one salient pole (symmetrically located salient
poles if possible) of each armature module, and the armature modules can be coupled with each other by using a spacer
having a protrusion having a shape corresponding to the recess, and another protrusion having a width corresponding
to the gap between the armature modules.
[0110] Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 13, a hole is formed in the ends of a core and/or at least one salient pole
(symmetrically located salient poles if possible) of each of the armature modules, and the armature modules are coupled
with each other by using a spacer with a hole and a through bolt. In such a manner, a predetermined gap between the
armature modules can be maintained.
[0111] Also, as shown in FIG. 14, end stators or brackets each having a recess corresponding to the cross-section of
the second member perpendicular to the moving direction may be arranged at both ends of the second member, so that
the permanent magnet modules 61 can be stably fixed so as not to be moved.
[0112] FIG. 15 illustrates an embodiment of the present invention which is a modification of the open type linear motor
shown in FIG. 10. In FIG. 10, reference numeral 54 is an assembly hole to maintaining a uniform gap between neighboring
armature modules. In FIG. 15, the C-shaped core 51 of the armature module 50 is straightened, and thus the salient
poles 52 are projected from the core 51 at a right angle or in the same direction and are arranged side by side. Also,
the permanent magnets 62 of the second member are projected toward the linear core 51 between two salient poles 52
arranged side by side. The plurality of permanent magnets 62 arranged in the moving direction may be fixed to the
permanent magnet module 61. Since the permanent magnet modules 61 between the salient poles 52 are arranged
side by side, a base, which is a type of supporting mechanism, serves as the connection part 63 for connecting the
plurality of permanent magnet modules 61, that is, the base and the connection part 63 are integrated, such that the
plurality of permanent magnet modules 61 can be directly fixed to the base.
[0113] The coil 53 may be wound around a portion of each salient pole 52 closer to the core 51 (a portion that the
permanent magnet 63 projected toward the core 51 does not reach) as shown in FIG. 15, or may be wound around the
core 51 between two salient poles 52 as shown in FIG. 16.
[0114] In an embodiment where the coils are wound around the salient poles 52 as shown in FIG. 15, the coils are
not wound around the first and fifth salient poles 52 among five salient poles 52, that is, the salient poles 52 located at
both ends. Thus, the coils are not wound on every salient pole, and may be wound around only some of the salient
poles. Also, in the embodiment shown in FIG. 15, the coils may be wound around the second and fourth salient poles
in the same direction, and the third salient pole may not have a coil wound around it.
[0115] In the case of the linear motor of FIG. 10, the projection angle of each salient pole 52 of the armature module
52 is different, and thus high costs are required in manufacturing a mold and there is a limitation in enhancing precision.
However, the linear motors shown in FIGS. 15 and 16, the core 51 and the salient poles 52 of each armature module
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50 are at a right angle, and the base and the permanent magnet modules 61 are also at a right angle, thus enhancing
manufacturing precision and saving costs for a mold.
[0116] FIG. 17 illustrates a schematic configuration of a servo system driving a linear motor according to an embodiment
of the present invention. In FIG. 17, elements other than a linear motor 78 may utilize elements used in a related art
linear motor.
[0117] The servo system may include a driving amp 72 for generating a current, which is to be applied to the linear
motor 78 for moving an object 79, from power 71 supplied from the outside, a current sensor 76 for detecting a current
applied from the driving amp 72 to the linear motor 78, a linear sensor 77 for detecting a location or a speed of a mover
of the linear motor 78, and a controller 75 for controlling the driving amp 72 according to a control command on the basis
of a signal detected by the current sensor 76 and/or the linear sensor 77. The driving amp 72 may include a converter
73 converting an AC power 71 into a DC, and an inverter 74 generating current required for motor driving.
[0118] The inverter 74 may generate power suitable for a driving scheme of the linear motor 78, for example, a 2-
phase AC, a 3-phase AC, a 2-phase rectified current, a 3-phase rectified current, or the like and supplies the power to
armature modules of the linear motor. A location and speed of the mover, and a magnitude of a thrust for moving the
mover can be controlled by changing the amplitude, frequency or the like of the current according to a command of the
controller 75.
[0119] As set forth above, in the linear motor according to an embodiment of the present invention, the abrasion of a
guide, caused by a magnetic pull commonly generated in a plate-type linear motor can be prevented, a high thrust or a
high conveying speed can be achieved even with a small size, and each element is modularized, thus facilitating assembly
and allowing for various modifications.
[0120] Furthermore, the linear motor according to an embodiment of the present invention prevents deflection caused
by the weight of a second member, and can be used in long-distance transfer.
[0121] Also, the linear motor according to an embodiment of the present invention achieves a reduction in the weight
of the second member and enhances assembly efficiency.
[0122] Also, the linear motor according to an embodiment of the present invention reduces ripples in a thrust.
[0123] Furthermore, the linear motor according to an embodiment of the present invention can enhance manufacturing
precision and save costs for a mold.
[0124] While the present invention has been shown and described in connection with the exemplary embodiments, it
will be apparent to those skilled in the art that modifications and variations can be made without departing from the scope
of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A linear motor comprising;
a first member including a plurality of armature modules (10) each of which comprises a magnetic core (11), three
or more salient poles (12) projected from the magnetic core (11) in a same direction, and coils (13), where the coils
(13) are connected so that a current of a single phase flows through them and are wound around a portion or all
the salient poles (12); and
a second member comprising two or more permanent magnet modules (20) each including a plurality of permanent
magnets (21) arranged in a moving direction of the linear motor, the permanent magnet module (20) being projected
toward the magnetic core (11) such that the projected permanent magnet module (20) is placed between two adjacent
salient poles (12) of the armature module (10), wherein poles of the plurality of permanent magnets are alternated
in a moving direction of the linear motor and the number of the permanent magnet modules (20) is smaller than the
number of the salient poles (12) by one,
wherein power having a predetermined phase difference is supplied to the coil (13) of each armature module (10)
such that a thrust according to a traveling magnet field is generated by using as one unit an S number of armature
modules (10) and a P number of permanent magnets (21) arranged in the moving direction, and
wherein one of the first member and the second member is a mover, and another one is a stator such that the mover
and the stator are moved relative to each other by the generated thrust.

2. The linear motor of claim 1, wherein in each armature modules (10) the coils (13) are wound round the salient poles
(12) such that neighboring salient poles (12) in each of the armature modules (10) have different polarities, and
each permanent magnet (21) in one permanent magnet module (20) has a polarity different from that of a permanent
magnet (21) in another permanent magnet module (20) neighboring the one permanent magnet module in a direction
perpendicular to the moving direction.

3. The linear motor of claim 1, wherein a magnetization direction of the permanent magnets (21) of the permanent
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magnet module (20) faces two corresponding salient poles (12).

4. The linear motor of claim 1, wherein a cross-section of the permanent magnet (21) through which a magnetic flux
passes in the permanent magnet module (20) has a rectangular or parallelogram shape.

5. The linear motor of claim 1, wherein a location offset of the permanent magnets (21) of at least one permanent
magnet module (20) is different from a location offset of another permanent magnet module (20) within a range
smaller than a width of the permanent magnet (21) in the moving direction.

6. The linear motor claim 1, wherein the second member further comprises a connection part (63) connecting the
permanent magnet modules (61), the connection part (63) having recesses elongated in the moving direction to fix
the permanent magnet modules (61), and
the permanent magnet modules (71) each have a protrusion to be inserted into the recess portion of the connection
part (63),
wherein the protrusion of the permanent magnet module (61) and the recess portion of the connection part (63) are
slidingly coupled with each other.

7. The linear motor of claim 1, wherein the coil (13) is wound in a portion, near to the core (11), of the salient pole (12).

8. The linear motor of claim 1, wherein the second member further comprises a connection part (63) connecting the
permanent magnet modules (61), and the permanent magnet modules (61) are projected from the connection part
(63) in a same direction toward the magnetic core (51).

9. The linear motor of claim 1, wherein the first member or the second member have a length longer than the one unit
including the S number of armature modules (10) and the P number of permanent magnets (21).

10. The linear motor of claim 1, wherein the magnetic body of the armature module (10) has a stratified form.

Patentansprüche

1. Linearmotor, aufweisend:

ein erstes Element, das mehrere Ankermodule (10) umfasst, die jeweils einen Magnetkern (11), mindestens
drei Schenkelpole (12), die vom Magnetkern (11) in eine gleiche Richtung hervortreten, und Spulen (13) aufweist,
wobei die Spulen (13) so verbunden sind, dass ein Strom aus einer einzigen Phase durch sie fließt, und die
um alle Schenkelpole (12) oder einen Teil davon gewickelt sind; und
ein zweites Element, das mindestens zwei Permanentmagnetmodule (20) aufweist, die jeweils mehrere in einer
Bewegungsrichtung des Linearmotors angeordnete Permanentmagnete (21) umfassen, wobei die Permanent-
magnetmodule (20) so zum Magnetkern (11) hin hervortreten, dass das anvisierte Permanentmagnetmodul
(20) zwischen zwei benachbarten Schenkelpolen (12) des Ankermoduls (10) positioniert ist, wobei Pole der
mehreren Permanentmagnete einander in einer Bewegungsrichtung des Linearmotors abwechseln und die
Anzahl von Permanentmagnetmodulen (20) um eins kleiner als die Anzahl von Schenkelpolen (12) ist,
wobei die Spule (13) der einzelnen Ankermodule (10) so mit Strom mit einer vorbestimmten Phasendifferenz
versorgt wird, dass ein Schub entsprechend einem Wandermagnetfeld erzeugt wird, indem eine Anzahl S von
Ankermodulen (10) und eine Anzahl P von Permanentmagneten (21), die in Bewegungsrichtung angeordnet
sind, als eine Einheit verwendet werden, und
wobei entweder das erste Element oder das zweite Element ein Beweger und das jeweils andere ein Stator ist,
so dass der Beweger und der Stator durch den erzeugten Schub relativ zueinander bewegt werden.

2. Linearmotor nach Anspruch 1, wobei in jedem der Ankermodule (10) die Spulen (13) so um die Schenkelpole (12)
gewickelt sind, dass benachbarte Schenkelpole (12) im jeweiligen Ankermodul (10) eine unterschiedliche Polarität
haben und jeder Permanentmagnet (21) in einem Permanentmagnetmodul (20) eine andere Polarität hat als ein
Permanentmagnet (21) in einem anderen Permanentmagnetmodul (20), das dem einen Permanentmagnetmodul
in eine Richtung senkrecht zur Bewegungsrichtung benachbart ist.

3. Linearmotor nach Anspruch 1, wobei eine Magnetisierungsrichtung des Permanentmagnets (21) des Permanent-
magnetmoduls (20) auf zwei entsprechende Schenkelpole (12) weist.
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4. Linearmotor nach Anspruch 1, wobei ein Querschnitt des Permanentmagnets (21), durch den ein Magnetfluss im
Permanentmagnetmodul (20) fließt, eine Rechteck- oder Parallelogrammform aufweist.

5. Linearmotor nach Anspruch 1, wobei ein Positionsversatz der Permanentmagnete (21) mindestens eines Perma-
nentmagnetmoduls (20) von einem Positionsversatz eines anderen Permanentmagnetmoduls (20) in einem Bereich
verschieden ist, der kleiner als eine Breite des Permanentmagnets (21) in Bewegungsrichtung ist.

6. Linearmotor nach Anspruch 1, wobei das zweite Element ferner ein Verbindungsteil (63) aufweist, das die Perma-
nentmagnetmodule (61) miteinander verbindet, wobei das Verbindungsteil (63) in Bewegungsrichtung verlängerte
Ausnehmungen aufweist, um die Permanentmagnetmodule (61) zu befestigen, und
die Permanentmagnetmodule (71) jeweils einen Vorsprung aufweisen, der in den Ausnehmungsabschnitt des Ver-
bindungsteils (63) eingesetzt werden soll,
wobei der Vorsprung des Permanentmagnetmoduls (61) und der Ausnehmungsabschnitt des Verbindungsteils (63)
verschiebbar miteinander gekoppelt sind.

7. Linearmotor nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Spule (13) in einem Abschnitt nahe dem Kern (11) des Schenkelpols (12)
gewickelt ist.

8. Linearmotor nach Anspruch 1, wobei das zweite Element ferner ein Verbindungsteil (63) aufweist, das die Perma-
nentmagnetmodule (61) miteinander verbindet, und die Permanentmagnetmodule (61) in eine gleiche Richtung
vom Verbindungsteil (63) zum Magnetkern (51) hin hervortreten.

9. Linearmotor nach Anspruch 1, wobei das erste Element oder das zweite Element eine Länge aufweisen, die länger
als die eine Einheit ist, welche die Anzahl S von Ankermodulen (10) und die Anzahl P von Permanentmagneten
(21) umfasst.

10. Linearmotor nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Magnetkörper des Ankermoduls (10) eine geschichtete Form aufweist.

Revendications

1. Moteur linéaire comprenant ;
un premier élément comportant une pluralité de modules d’induit (10) dont chacun comprend un noyau (11) ma-
gnétique, trois pôles saillants (12) ou plus faisant saillie à partir du noyau (11) magnétique dans une même direction,
et des bobines (13), où les bobines (13) sont connectées de sorte qu’un courant d’une seule phase circule à travers
ceux-ci et sont enroulées autour de certains ou de tous les pôles saillants (12) ; et
un second élément comprenant deux modules d’aimants permanents (20) ou plus comportant chacun une pluralité
d’aimants permanents (21) agencés dans une direction de déplacement du moteur linéaire, le module d’aimants
permanents (20) faisant saillie vers le noyau (11) magnétique de sorte que le module d’aimants permanents (20)
en saillie soit placé entre deux pôles saillants (12) adjacents du module d’induit (10), dans lequel des pôles de la
pluralité d’aimants permanents alternent dans une direction de déplacement du moteur linéaire et le nombre des
modules d’aimants permanents (20) est inférieur de un au nombre des pôles saillants (12),
dans lequel une puissance ayant une différence de phase prédéterminée est fournie à la bobine (13) de chaque
module d’induit (10) de sorte qu’une poussée selon un champ magnétique mobile soit générée en utilisant comme
une seule unité un nombre S de modules d’induit (10) et un nombre P d’aimants permanents (21) agencés dans la
direction de déplacement, et
dans lequel l’un du premier élément et du second élément est un élément moteur, et un autre est un stator de sorte
que l’élément moteur et le stator soient déplacés l’un par rapport à l’autre par la poussée générée.

2. Moteur linéaire selon la revendication 1, dans lequel dans chaque module d’induit (10) les bobines (13) sont enroulées
autour des pôles saillants (12) de sorte que les pôles saillants (12) voisins dans chacun des modules d’induit (10)
aient des polarités différentes, et chaque aimant permanent (21) dans un module d’aimants permanents (20) a une
polarité différente de celle d’un aimant permanent (21) dans un autre module d’aimant permanent (20) avoisinant
le module d’aimants permanents dans une direction perpendiculaire à la direction de déplacement.

3. Moteur linéaire selon la revendication 1, dans lequel une direction de magnétisation des aimants permanents (21)
du module d’aimants permanents (20) fait face à deux pôles saillants (12) correspondants.
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4. Moteur linéaire selon la revendication 1, dans lequel une section transversale de l’aimant permanent (21) à travers
lequel un flux magnétique passe dans le module d’aimants permanents (20) a une forme rectangulaire ou de
parallélogramme.

5. Moteur linéaire selon la revendication 1, dans lequel un décalage d’emplacement des aimants permanents (21)
d’au moins un module d’aimants permanents (20) est différent d’un décalage d’emplacement d’un autre module
d’aimants permanents (20) dans une plage inférieure à une largeur de l’aimant permanent (21) dans la direction de
déplacement.

6. Moteur linéaire selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le second élément comprend en outre une partie de connexion
(63) connectant les modules d’aimants permanents (61), la partie de connexion (63) ayant des évidements allongés
dans la direction de déplacement pour fixer les modules d’aimants permanents (61), et
les modules d’aimants permanents (71) ont chacun une saillie à insérer dans la portion évidée de la partie de
connexion (63),
dans lequel la saillie du module d’aimants permanents (61) et la portion évidée de la partie de connexion (63) sont
couplées de manière coulissante l’une à l’autre.

7. Moteur linéaire selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la bobine (13) est enroulée dans une portion, à proximité du
noyau (11), du pôle saillant (12).

8. Moteur linéaire selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le second élément comprend en outre une partie de connexion
(63) connectant les modules d’aimants permanents (61), et les modules d’aimants permanents (61) font saillie à
partir de la partie de connexion (63) dans une même direction vers le noyau magnétique (51).

9. Moteur linéaire selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le premier élément ou le second élément ont une longueur
plus importante que celle de l’unité comportant le nombre S de modules d’induit (10) et le nombre P d’aimants
permanents (21).

10. Moteur linéaire selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le corps magnétique du module d’induit (10) a une forme
stratifiée.
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